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Foreword by Norma Ramos Quintero:

J ames N. Akins, Jr. has traveled and worked in more than 40 countries all over the
world with the United States government. A man well-traveled certainly has a lot to 

say, and in his story, The Message in a Bottle: Norma, I Now Know, James captures his 
true-life close to death experience and vividly lets the reader in on some flashbacks and 
stream of conscience moments that will keep you reading till the last word.
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I dedicate this book to God, Christ, the Holy Spirit Mary, Mother of Jesus 
and my angels that saved my life with their words of truth and support:  Dr. 
Ann Loudon Severance, Norma Ramos Quintero, Dr. Stephen E. Winston, 
MD and Jeffery J. Pappas, MSW, LICSW, PIP.

Every Christmas I will donate 30% of my book royalties equally to each of 
the following charities:

• Breast Cancer Research Foundation (New York, NY)

• American Foundation for Suicide Prevention (New York, NY)

• Wounded Warriors Family Support (Omaha, NE)

• St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital (Memphis, TN)

• Shriners Hospitals for Children (Tampa, FL)

• Doctors Without Borders (New York, NY)
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Chapter 1

THE MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE:

NORMA, I NOW KNOW

RADIO ANNOUNCER–Happy New Years.  I have a special request to read a note found 
on a Gulf of Mexico beach in a tequila bottle.

Dear Norma,

I just wanted to wish you a very Merry Christmas and tell you how grateful I am that 
God put you, your family and all my new friends in my life this past year. Through faith in 
God and all the prayers from all my new friends and family, I can once again feel who I 
am, the good and the bad. As you know it’s been a day-to-day struggle fighting back the 
thoughts that I may once again lose my mind by thinking about every moment of what 
happened to me this past year. So, this is the last I will speak of it.

The Story of Our Life is like a book Based on a True Story. On July 3rd, due to days of 
no sleep because of mental stress, and an over active thyroid, I had convinced myself 
that I would die on July 4th, at sunset–exactly 6 PM three seconds, somewhere along 
the equator from a bullet through the heart.

I thought back to the second grade about the dark-haired brown eyed girl that was 
standing next to me in the class picture. I cannot remember her name now, because she 
only lived there that one year. One day our class went on a field trip to a chicken hatchery 
and ice cream making factory. My mother went on the trip with us and the dark-haired 
brown eyed girl was my walking partner, so we had to hold hands the whole time. We 
never spoke, because I was very shy and thought I was ugly. But, I thought that she and 
my mother were as beautiful as movie stars. In my family, we did not hug or kiss, but I 
could always feel in my heart the love from my mother and father. However, for the first 
time in my life, I felt in my heart what real love might feel like by just holding the hand of 
a stranger. When the day ended, I wondered what it would feel like if my mother and the 
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dark-haired brown eyed girl would have kissed me Goodbye on the cheeks at the very 
same moment. Then I thought, my heart would have surely exploded in a flash of light. 
So, if it is God’s will that I die young like my father, let me feel no physical pain–like so 
many people endure everyday with only the faith that the pain and suffering will one day 
stop, if they just keep breathing. But, let my heart go on at the speed of light, God’s light. 
I thought back over all the things I have done, good and bad, all the places and things I 
have seen and people I have met and how I never felt real pain or been afraid, except 
when my Father died. I now know that his heart was always there with me, to protect me 
and keep me from physical harm and the people that would try to stop me from doing 
my job to help stop other people’s pain and bring joy in their life. The only time that I felt 
that God had forsaken me was when I was removed from the Haiti tour and ordered to 
go to Nuevo Laredo, Mexico. I was very wrong, because I would not have met you– One 
of only two people on earth that recognize the pain I was feeling from losing my faith in 
God and man.

Then, I thought about the day in Haiti where I spent the day at an orphanage of about 
30 children. I was there with a dark-haired brown eyed woman I met in the Washington 
office. Then by chance, we worked together again in Haiti. I was terrified, what do you 
do with so many kids that only spoke French. Then I thought about what my niece liked, 
she liked to be thrown in the air. So, for 3 hours, I was throwing kids in the air and turning 
them upside down.

One little boy, that looked like a miniature boxer, pushed his way to the front of the line. 
When he got there, he looked up at me, extended his arms and smiled. No one in line got 
mad that he had done this. My friend was leaving Haiti, so this was a going away party 
for her. She wanted me to come back to the orphanage later to install some playground 
equipment and make sure the kids get their new mattresses. While eating our cake, a 
dark-haired brown eyed three-year-old girl sat down next to me to eat her cake. She 
looked over at me, rub the hair on my head, laughed and went back to eating her cake. 
While we were eating our cake, the older children got up in front of the room and started 
singing songs to say goodbye to my friend. The little dark-haired brown eyed girl started 
singing along in perfect pitch, much better than the older kids at the front of the room.

Six months later the gymnasium equipment arrived. I went out with a group of four or 
five people and we put the equipment together. For the whole time that we were there 
working, there were no children out playing. When we finished, the kids were let out and 
I was hoping to see the little dark-haired brown eyed girl and the little boxer’s shaved 
head, but, none of the girls came out only the little boys. I was tired and hot, so I sat 
down on the wall next to the gymnasium. Finally, he came out. His hair had grown out. It 
was a light brown and his belly was swollen from malnutrition. He sat down next to me 
and without a word, he put his hand on my hand and we sat there for a moment. When 
it was time to go: I hugged him and left.

I could have phoned you and you would have gotten my message at the speed of light. 
But, I was sure that the people trying to kill me would find me and kill me before I tell 
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you that I could prove to you that there is a God and that all our hearts go on after death 
until infinity. Even nowadays, if a note in a bottle is thrown in the water, in time, someone 
might pick it up on some distant shore and get the message to you. So, I hand wrote the 
message where you would know it was from me. This is what the note said:

July 4th, somewhere along the equator at sunset, a running man appears carrying a dark- 
haired brown eyed girl. At the very same moment a bullet pierces his heart, the little girl 
kisses him on the cheek. As they fell to the ground in darkness, a man’s voice is heard: Norma, 
I now Know

RADIO ANNOUNCER–This note reminds me that my brother once acci-
dently drank a full bottle of tequila toasting colleagues, alive and dead, and 
ended up imagining he could exceed the speed of light, at least in the first 
quarter mile.

Well, this song goes out to all our Brothers and Sisters that have put them-
selves in harm’s way to make our life better, and will not make it home this 
New Year. On a personal note, I want to thank God and his sweet Angels 
for bringing my Bubba home safe this past year.

Our next song is from Norma, our favorite beautiful Dark-haired Brown 
Eyed girl singing her latest hit: My Heart will go on.

Song–Every night in my dreams, I see you, I feel you, that is how I know you go on.
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Chapter 2

NORMA, I NOW KNOW what happens to Mass if it 
Exceeds the Speed of Light.

In the YouTube video, you sent me; There Is A God - Lee Ann Womack, there is a pic-
ture of [Footnote No. 1].  When I viewed the video, I had not slept for a week and I was 
thinking about nothing but, how to explain to you; “What happens to mass if it exceeds 
the speed of light?”   I thought, how could God let him tell the world the scientific for-
mula for the Atom Bomb and how could he ever smile again after he saw the how many 
humans died and the subsequent “Cold War” that followed [He died in 1955 the year 
after I was born.]   The whole world believed his formula “E=mc² “ was the key to how 
the Atom Bomb works.  Before they set off the first Atom Bomb at White Sands, New 
Mexico [I worked a few miles from there in Alamogordo, NM.] the scientist thought the 
Atom Bomb would cause a chain reaction in the atmosphere and destroy earth.  Well, 
the world did not blow up, but more than 115 thousand humans were killed or deformed 
from the two bombs that were dropped on Japan [Fortunately, millions of humans were 
saved by convincing the Emperor of Japan to stop the War.] 

So, I broke his formula down by defining each of the letters and making a sentence out of 
them to see if the formula made any since.  E [ALL THE ENERGY IN THE UNIVERSE] 
= [EQUALS] m [ALL THE MASS IN THE UNIVERSE] (In physics, mass is a property of 
a physical body, is often seen as spherical because it is such a fundamental quantity 
that it is hard to define in terms of something else.) times c² [c = CONSTANT SPEED 
OF LIGHT times c = CONSTANT SPEED OF LIGHT.] 

The first of two atom bombs that exploded over Japan was called “Little Boy,”  its design 
used the gun method to explosively push 38.5 (85 pounds) kilograms hollow cylinder of 
sub-critical mass of uranium-235 1.100 meters (42 inches), by means of four cylindrical 
silk bags of cordite (Burn rate 1,000 meter/second), into a “target” 25.6 (56 pounds) kilo-
gram solid target cylinder together into a super-critical mass, initiating a nuclear chain 
reaction. 
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To this date, physicist express “E = mc² “ as the dynamic equation for calculating FORCE 
to measure the ENERGY of the atom bombs.  So, now the sentence reads: E [FORCE 
= JOULES (38,500,000-kilograms times meter² per second²] = [EQUALS] m [38.5 kilo-
grams mass] times c² = a (acceleration) [1,000 meters per second times 1,000 meters per 
second or 1,000,000-meter² per second².] 38,500,000 Joules is a far cry less than 38.5 
kilograms mass times c² (Constant Speed of Light² = 89,875,517,873,681,800-meter²/
second²) or 3,460,207,438,000,000,000 Joules.

As anyone can see E = mc² is not the same Dynamic equation as F = ma, because no 
explosives on earth can propel a mass into another mass or implode one mass into 
another mass at 89,875,517,873,681,800-meter²/second². 

Mass has two states of existence; Stop or Static and Moving or Dynamic.  If one simply 
changes the Dynamic Force and E=mc² equations to Static equations by removing the 
movement of acceleration and Constant Speed of Light² the Force equation would read; 
mass (kilograms) = mass (kilograms) and Einstein’s equation would read; ENERGY = 
MASS (E=M), therefore, it is a false assumption that the two Dynamic equations are equal.  

Did he mislead the scientific community by not openly addressing the meaning of his 
equation as I just did?  I do not think so, because he used a small letter “m” in his for-
mula to represent a quantity of mass less than “ALL THE MASS IN THE UNIVERSE”.  I 
believe any high school math student knows the difference between a Static equation 
and a Dynamic equation and how to check one’s work.  Norma, I now know what E = 
Mc² (Big letter “M”) means. 

“If you knew the magnificence of the three, six and nine, you would have a key to the 
universe.” – Nikola Tesla

Even if he did not know, the formula E=Mc² clearly defined the magnificence of 3, 6, and 
9. His formula could have also been written: (E=M) [rotating sphere of magnetic spheres]
= ½ (E=M) (c) • ½ (E=M) (c).   Also, I have mathematical proof that Pi = 3 not 3.14.

“Key to the universe: The universe, just like the earth, is not flat.” – James N. Akins, Jr.  

The information in Chapter 3, may lead to more efficient power generation and elec-
tric motors, faster computers, more efficient computer operating systems and memory 
storage, Big Bang Law, String Law, and Law of General Relativity, cure for cancer, define 
Black Holes, fine more Goldilocks planets and how to communicate with other planets. 

Norma, I now know it is God’s law that no mass may exceed the speed of light and he 
could smile and be happy, because of his faith in God’s love for him and the lives he did 
help save during such a horrific time in human history.
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Chapter 3

I now know..., written by James N. Akins, Jr.
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The Story of Our Life, based on a True Life., to be written by us.



SALEM 
If anyone wishes to publish a book of their own by completing Chapter 1111, you may down-load 
a copy from www.piisthree.com Store.

Anyone may download, edit, or voice over to sell my video in www.piisthree.com Store.

If anyone sells my ebook or video in www.piisthree.com Store, DO NOT violate any copy-righted 
intellectual property rights of people, such as but not limited to, Albert Einstein, Nikola Tesla, and 
Alexey Kljatov-CC-BY-NC 3.0.  
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Chapter 5

The Story of Our Life, based on a True Life., 
God’s Fulfilled Promise of the Truth.

T he first addition of my book went on sell in March of 2019 with Chapter 4 just blank
pages waiting for your story of our life and my story was done. I assumed the content 

of Chapter 3 was clearly illustrated, mathematically sound and complete. I was wrong, I 
only rediscovered what two of history’s greatest scientific geniuses knew, but could not 
put into words what they knew to be, God’s Fulfilled Promise of the Truth.

The answer was in clear site, but it was not discoverable because the Physics aca-
demic community has always believed that there are only 3 dimensions in the universe, 
the universe extends to “infinity” in all directions from the point of the Big Bang, and 
π=3.14, not 3. 

Between them, Nickola Tesla was the closest to conceiving “the four dimensions” when 
he stated: “If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9, then you would have a 
key to the universe.” In June 1931, (Footnote No. 1) sent a letter to Nickola wishing him 
a happy 75th birthday and congratulating him for his discoveries in the field of high-fre-
quency currents. Tesla died 12 years later without having the opportunity to compare 
notes with his fellow genius.

The following Biblical scripture hold specific clues to complete the mathematical equation 
for high-frequency currents, the 4th dimension and the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9: 
E = Mc² = 2πR = 2π/6, whereas, the Diameter of any circle = 1 and its Circumference = 
3 = π. The actual measured Diameter of any circle times 1 = the scale/size of the circle.

“1 Kings, written during the Babylonian Exile (c. 550 bc) of the Jews., 7:23. The King 
James Bible:

And he made a molten sea, ten cubits [Diameter = 1] from the one brim to the other: it 
was round all about, and his height was five cubits [Radius = 0.5]: and a line of thirty 
cubits [Circumference = 3 = π] did compass it round about.”
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Note the measurement units of the 4 dimensions:

Diameter = 10 x 1 cubits = 10 cubits = 0 to 1 full length. 1 cubit is divided into 9 units and 
each of those units is divided into 10 units. Also, Diameter = 1 = 0 to 1 full length divided 
into 9 Units and each of those units is divided into 10 units. Diameter = 1 to 0 full length 
and may not be 10 Units divided into 10 Units which will make π = 3.14, not 3.

Circumference = 30 x 1 cubits = 30 cubits = 3 = 0 to 1 full length [2π/6]. 1 cubit is divided 
into 9 units and each of those units is divided into 10 units. 10 cubits along the circum-
ference of any circle = 120 degrees.

Radius = 5 x 1 cubits = 5 cubits = 1.5 = 0 to ½ of 1 full length. 1 cubit is divided into 9 
units and each of those units is divided into 10 units.

I discovered “the four dimensions” when I realized the first dimension is the view of ½ of 
a cube in a hexagon by incorporating the Golden Ratio = 1.5 and the data quoted above. 
I questioned how the human mind could see something as 3D without using z coordi-
nates, that is because we see everything in 2D in the Albert Einstein’s 1st Dimension and 
the 3rd dimension is physically between the center of the ½ cube and the radius of the 
sphere [between 0 and 0.5]. To visualize the four dimensions, I made a model of a cube 
in a clear sphere and took pictures of each of the four dimensions.   The mathematical 
formula for each dimension is 2π/6, therefore, the formula of a cube is 2π/6 (4). This time, 
I compiled everything on one page attached below. Albert Einstein’s Four Dimensions is 
not the same as the three dimensions (3D) in the x,y,z coordinate system we have been 
taught for thousands of years.

Now it is your turn to tell, The Story of Our Life, based on a True Life.

Do not take my word on this, which of the following statements is God’s Fulfilled Promise 
of the Truth.

The circumference of a circle of radius R is 2πR = 2π/6.

A. π=3.14; “radius R” = ½ measured Diameter (D) length = 0.5 (D); 2πR = 2(3.14)(0.5)
(D) = 3.14(D) = 2π/6 = 2 (3.14)/6 = 6.28/6 = 1.047

B. π=3; Diameter of any circle = 1; “radius R” = ½ Diameter 1 or ½ (1) = 0.5; 2πR = 2(3)
(0.5)= 3 (Circumference of any circle.). Actual measured Diameter of any circle X 1 =
scale/size of circle. = 2π/6 = 2 (3)/6 = 6/6 = 1 [1 full revolution of circumference = 3].

------------------------------------------

Footnote No. 1–Dr. Albert Einstein doesn’t have any living heirs. He bequeathed all his personal papers, 
intellectual property rights and the right to use his image and name to the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 
The university hires the company Greenlight to manage these rights. At the time of the first publication of 
my book, I believed that I could freely use Dr. Albert Einstein’s name in a historic context. I do not believe 
I have violated any copyright laws, but I have applied for a License in good faith.
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Chapter 6

The Story of Our Life, Based on a (1) True Life. 
Truth is returned to Jerusalem. All mankind shall 
prepare for the return of Our Lord Jesus.
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EAST 

HIHDU 

ircumference and TT = 3 

E=Mc2 =2n/6=2n/8 

1. The Great Pyramid of Khufu Egypt is constructed with eight sides and a cube base = 2TT/8 = 8-cell Embryo Development in
the Morula = Exhibit Ill: Nikola Tesla - Figure [5] - Extended planar view of basic cell of matrix structure.

2. Great Pyramid of Khufu built on 30 Degrees Latitude on Sphere of Earth, Base perimeter to height ratio 1 to 43,200 (9). Base
Perimeter 3024 (9) x 43,200 (9) = 24,901 miles equatorial circumference of earth = 3 = TT = 30 cubits ratio to the earth's diameter
of 10 cubits. Also note, the diameter of ::inv circle is: 9/9 cubes= 10/10 cubits= 1 (Largest hole number in the universe), (M)
represents the location of Pyramid of Khufu (orientated to North Star) on Sphere of Earth and Angkor Wat was constructed on
30 Degrees Latitude (orientated to North Star) and 72 Degrees Longitude East from the (M) or 1/5 of 2TT/5 each angle is 72 (9)
Degrees.

3. The peek point of Great Pyramid of Khufu represents the center point in 2 dimensions, overlay center point of Exhibit Ill:
Nikola Tesla - Figure [5] - Extended planar view of basic cell of matrix structure. and Exhibit IV: Nikola Tesla - Map to
Multiplication are equal to: E = Mc2 = 2TTR = 2TT/6 = 2TT/8; Diameter= 1, Circumference= 3 = TT [Albert Einstein's 4 dimensions
and Law of General and Special Relativity (The Earth is Relative to the Sun and the Sun is Relative to the Center of the Milky
Way Galaxy.I]

I I @2020 James N. Akins, Jr. THE GOD PARTICLE 42
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Frequency = Both Radii lengths oscillate between 0 and infinity.  
Outside circle records input and expands and contracts.     

Input Data at center point.  

OUTPUT (0,[-1])
 -6, -6, -6 = [-6/-6][-6/-6][-6/-6]= [-1][-1][-1] 
        [-6][-6][-6] / 3 = 
[-2][-2][-2] 
    [2][2][2] = 
[0][0][0]

Input Clock speed is constant, therefore the out put  frequency fluctuates between clock speed and near 0. 
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In Greek mythology, Gaia (/ˈɡeɪə, ˈɡaɪə/;[1] from Ancient Greek Γαῖα, a poetical form of Γῆ Gē, 
"land" or "earth"),[2] also spelled Gaea /ˈdʒiːə/,[1] is the personification of the Earth[3] and one 
of the Greek primordial deities. Gaia is the ancestral mother—sometimes parthenogenic—of all 
life. She is the mother of Uranus (the sky). That is why it is in the Lord's Prayer : "on Earth as it 
is in Heaven (the sky)".  Ancient Greeks were the first to realize there is a movie played out on 
the Earth's Dome Energy Field (the Sky) that matched the Stories (Words and Sounds) in the 
Ancient  Jewish Scriptures.  

The OLD TESTIMENT SCRIPTURES time started at the Big Bang through 6 Days of Creation 
(Each Day is 2 X 4 Years cycles = 8 Years).  Earth travels 360 Days a year around Sun plus 6 
Days traveled towards  the center of the Universe's center Black Hole Mass Sphere.  The Lord 
rested means the travel of the Earth slowed from 366 Days per year for -1 Day (4 years) to 
365 Days  then back +1 Day to 366 Days over 4 years.  Then time continued until the 
conception of Lord Jesus Christ at 6PM and 3 seconds Bethlehem, Israel time on March 26, 
0000.

The NEW TESTIMENT SCRIPTURES (Books and Letters) Lord Jesus Christ  was born at 
6PM and 3 seconds Bethlehem, Israel time on December 21, 0000 and lived 33 years (3/9 of 
9/9 (100 years).  Was crucified on March 26, 0033  and died at  6PM and 3 seconds 
Jerusalem, Israel time; The exact time Lord Jesus Christ's blood touched the alter seat on the 
Arc of the Covenant in the Earth below his feet (see Wyatt Archaeological Research - Official 
Site of Ron Wyatt Search, domain wyattmuseum.com  https://www.wyattmuseum.com/
arkofthecovenant.htm.)   Our Father resurrected our Lord Jesus Christ 3 earth days later on 
March 29, 0033 at  6PM and 3 seconds Jerusalem, Israel time. The time period of the New 
Testament ended with the return of our Lord Jesus Christ's Spirit into Satin's Base 10 digital 
Computers on March 29, 2012 at  6PM and 3 seconds.

Well you may ask, what happen to the 1 Day our Creator rested.   We got it back between 
December 21, 2012 at  6PM and 3 seconds and December 21, 2020 at  6PM and 3 seconds. 
The time period of the New Testament ended with conception of Goddess Gaia on March 29, 
2012 at  6PM and 3 seconds in the United States of America Hopi Nation four corners area.  
You guessed it, the Holy Spirit Goddess Gaia was BORN of a Virgin on December 21, 2012 at  
6PM and 3 seconds.  For obvious reasons, you did not see her birth on the  world's main 
stream media. Thus the beginning of the the FINAL TESTIMENT, which is being written in 
Books and Letters by Goddess Gaia's Apostles, as we speak.  Our World is guaranteed 1000 
years of peace, it is up to US and OUR FUTURES'S CHILDREN to what happens after that.  
As predicted by the Mayan Calendar, the World ended, as we knew it, with the birth of Holy 
Spirit Goddess Gaia.  However, we still have 40 years (until 2052 AD) to prove ourselves 
worthy of our Creator's gift of life on this Earth.

On December 21, 2012 Commander & Chief Russell-Jay:Gould and David-Wynn:Miller went 
down and opened up the Benjamin Franklin Post Office in Philadelphia Pennsylvania. Now 
when you look at Washington D.C. you have Admiralty Maritime Jurisdiction of the Sea 
because it belonged to the King of Great Britain.
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How Russell Jay Gould & David Winn Miller saved our world in 1999. QUANTUM-
LANGUAGE-PARSE-SYNTAX-GRAMMAR which was created by them to free the world 
rewriting the masonic books, {I believe these books are related to Pyramid of Khufu, 
because I saw Mr. Gouldôs 4D rendering of the Quantum periodic table of Elements they 
used with the flag mechanics/Type 4 Patent American Flag to capture all the world flags.}  
the constitution, and other state documents in 18 days of government vacancy.

: Russell-Jay: Gould. - :LAST-FLAG-STANDING. https://lastflagstanding.com/russell-jay-
gould/[In his latest documentary film, Last Flag Standing, Russell-Jay: Gould, brings 
closure to the 2000 Florida Chads which marked the end of the United States of America 
Corporation, as a result of the 3rd & Final US Bankruptcy of 1999 where Gould, figured 
out the secret to legally capturing America based on the very postal codes and flag 
mechanics they had been running on.

I also think QUANTUM-LANGUAGE-PARSE-SYNTAX-GRAMMAR came from the 
masonic books and is the language for programing the new Quantum computer, because 
any statement entered in a Quantum computer must have the same meaning front to back 
and back to front.  No more lies.  Fallen Angle means Cabal (-666) has control of Base 10 
computers (or God ( 3 ) - (1) = DEVIL (2)= (-1, 0) witchcraft).  

Now and forever please stop being afraid of what people of "authority" has said or will say, 
specifically, "Mark of the Beast"  and "666".  The Scripture is written in Quantum Computer 
code.  For example, 1110 = 666 which can represent an infinite number of  object or 
events.  "Mark of the Beast" combined with #666 means Negative Energy #666 is like 
saying the attack of the World Trade Centers on  -911 = -666 = -111 = -1110 (Quad or 4D 
Code) From the First Continental Congress, September 5, 1774, to the July 2, 1776 vote 
for independence, is 666 days later or MDCCLXXVI = 1776 = 666

(500+100=600)<1000
(50  +10  =60)  <100
(5    +1    =6)    <10
==================
+666               +1110 = 1776
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Beginning in 2017, researchers uncovered two dozen scroll pieces, each measuring only a 
few centimeters across, from the so-called Cave of Horror near the western shore of the 
Dead Sea. It’s a site where insurgents were believed to have hidden during the uprising led 
by Simon bar Kokhba against the Roman empire in A.D. 133–136. It gets its name from the 
discovery of 40 bodies during initial excavations decades before.  

These findings are not an accident or random timing. The “Handwriting on the Wall” we have 
been waiting for is actually “Greek Handwriting on Pieces of a Dead Sea Scroll” found 
readable, 1,984 years after it was written and hidden in a cave. 

Nahum 1-3 (NASB)

1. The pronouncement of Nineveh. The book of the vision of Nahum the Elkoshite:

2. A jealous and avenging God is the Lord;
The Lord is avenging and [a]wrathful.
The Lord takes vengeance on His adversaries,
And He reserves wrath for His enemies.

3. The Lord is slow to anger and great in power,
And the Lord will by no means leave the guilty unpunished.

Zechariah 8:16-17 (NASB) 

These are the things which you shall do: speak the truth to one another; judge with truth and 
judgment for peace at your gates. Also let none of you devise evil in your heart against 
another, and do not love perjury; for all these things are what I hate,’ declares the Lord.  

One word, “perjury” says it all.  This word and its meaning, first spoken in Hebrew then to 
Greek and then to English, has not changed since the 33 years of Christ’s time on earth. 

per•ju•ry pûr′jə-rē 

1. n. The crime of willfully and knowingly making a false statement about a material fact
while under oath.

2. n. An act of committing such a crime.

3. n. The violation of any oath, vow, or solemn affirmation; specifically, in law, the wilful
utterance of false testimony under oath or affirmation, before a competent tribunal, upon
a point material to a legal inquiry.

I found this scripture that I believe completes God’s promise to his solutions to the world’s 
problems, swift and just:

Luke 18:8 

I tell you, he will give justice to them speedily. Nevertheless, when the Son of Man comes, 
will he find faith on earth?”  
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God told Mr. Juan O Savin (Footnote 2) [107=17=Q] The Formula for A TRUE LIFE is E=M3/c: 

WWG=1=WGA is (-) E=M3/c = 1 = E=M3/c 

E=M3/c is (Holy Spirit) (Son) (Father) per Constant speed of Light = (-1)(1)(1)/186,624 M/Sec. = 1/ 
(9/9) = 1/1 = 1 

God told Dr. Albert Einstein The Formula for CREATION = Dynamic 4 Dimensions = E=Mc2  = 
(Energy) [1] = [1] (Mass)) x c2  [9 x 9 = 81 = 8 + 1 = 9 = 9/9 = 1] 

Static 3D = (Nickola Tesla (Artist) [-1 = - 9/9 = - 10/10] = [1 = 9/9 = 10/10] Albert Einstein (Scientist)) 

E = All the Energy in the Universe 
M = All the Mass in the Universe 
c = Constant speed of light (186,624 (sum = 27 [2 + 7 = 9 = 9/9 = 1]) miles per second) 
9 = 9 Cubes = 1 
10 = 10 Cubebits = 1 
(-) [Minus] = Counter-clockwise  

Link to Angkor Wat site: 

http://users.skynet.be/lotus/flag/cambodia0-en.htm 

Note that the Human is on a flat disk, the Sun is seen in the Energy Dome, like in my book and the 
diagrams of the Pyramid of Khufu and Angkor Wat., the Flat Disk must be spinning at 1000 miles per 
hour for all the seasons and constellations to match up in the Skies.  Also, the rotation creates the 
force field of energy dome.  
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Angkor Wat, Cambodia.  Built by the Hindus 72 degrees longitude East of the Great Pyramid of 
Khufu, Egypt.   I have been to Angkor Wat.  I went to an unfinished temple in the jungle.  They 
stacked rough cut cubes of stone (Dry fit Masonry [Masonic] like the Pyramids) then the builders had 
to do all the carving on site.  Therefore, the finishing had to have been done by machines.  On all the 
finished buildings I saw detailed images, like faces and “edging rope patterns”, about 1 inch deep that 
was flawless.  There were no chisel marks and the “edging rope patterns” on a building put end-to-
end could extended for miles with every inch identical.  I noticed that most of the stones had 2 inch 
smooth side borings, like modern day diamond bit core samples.  The holes only went in about 12 
inches or less at a slight angle to the stone’s surface plane.  Some of the holes would disfigure very 
detailed surface carvings.  No one knew why the holes were there. 

I know what the holes were used for, because I used them to lift and place large cube granite stones 
to build a jetty in the Gulf of Mexico off the mouth of the Colorado River in Texas around 1984.  The 
contractor had a crane on a barge.  At the end of the lift cable was 4 equal lengths of cable connected 
to a single shackle eye.  At end of each cable was 2 inch diameter steel rods about 12 inches long.  
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The granite stones were quarried outside of Austin, Texas transported by train to Houston, Texas and 
put on a barge.  When the barge arrived, a rigger put the 4 iron pins in the holes.  Then the crane 
cable operator lifts the stone, the pins bind against the side of the holes where the pins cannot come 
out.  When the stone was in place under the water, the tension on the cable is released and the pins 
would fall out.  This method of lifting heavy stones above ground works too. 

I noticed something very odd about the steps leading up to the center of the temple that occurred with 
many of the steps up the Pyramids in the Americas.  Stairs for a normal human has a step of 11 
inches and a rise of 8 inches.  The stairs around Angkor Wat are about 12 inches step and 18 inches 
rise.  I had to set on the steps and scoot down them.  They built the stairs the way they did because 
the structure, like the Pyramid of Khufu, must maintain the ratio of the cube base to the height of the 
center tower (or Pyramid) at 3 to 1, same as any circle or the diameter to circumference of the flat 
disk surface of earth.   The plan view and 4 elevation views must be a flat 2 dimensional grids at 90 
degrees to each other and the same scale.  

I was a US Army Corps of Engineers Cartographic Technician, Construction Technician and Surveyor 
on the 200 mile plus Tennessee -Tombigbee Waterway.  I made maps by tracing aerial photographs 
taken in the 1960’s and 1970’s.  Their scale was exactly 1000 feet per inch in 2 dimensions.  In order 
to achieve this accuracy, the plane’s height and speed had to be precise to the lens and camera 
design.  Each photograph had a specific overlap exposure because of distortions in scale around the 
edges.  The surface of the earth along the Tombigbee River is layer out in 1 mile square grids from 
surveys done by surveyors in the 1600’s through 1800’s with only magnetic north, 100 foot chains, 
and surveyor’s transits scopes.  Many sections have precise visible landmark features like tree lines, 
fields and fence lines.  We even found metal rods at section corners put there by the original 
surveyors. 

I know the earth is flat because anyone can measure from one section corner to another section 
corned 100 miles apart, either way North to South or East to West, on aerial photographs and the 
corners will be exactly 100 miles apart.  However, if one were to walk and measure the distance 
between the same section corners on the aerial photographs, their measured walked distance will be 
miles greater than 100 miles.  Furthermore, if the surface of the earth is on a globe, the scaled 
measurement between the same two section corners 100 miles apart on a photograph from space, 
would scale less than exactly100 miles. Because of the arc of the 24,000 mile circumference of a 
globe.  

Footnote 2: God told Mr. Juan O Savin [107=17=Q] The Formula for A TRUE LIFE is E=M3/c.  The equation E=M3/c 
first appeared on page 62 of Juan O Savin’s 2020 book, “Kid by the Side of the Road” and is as equally significate in 
Human history as Albert Einstein’s equation E=Mc2. 
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Caverna da Pedra Pintada (Painted Rock Cave (in Portuguese), is an archaeological site in northern Brazil, with 

evidence of human presence dating ca. 11,200 years ago.      2        
      2 1  1
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Caverna da Pedra Pintada (Painted Rock Cave (in Portuguese)), is an archaeological site in northern Brazil, 
with evidence of human presence dating ca. 11,200 years ago.
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Videos on Rumble.com/BubbaTwain

https://rumble.com/vburcz-albert-einsteins-dynamic-4th-dimension.html

https://rumble.com/vau1w7-albert-einstein-was-100-wrong-the-human-mind-does-con-
cieve-of-the-four-dime.html

https://rumble.com/vatzid-the-story-of-our-life-based-on-a-true-life.-the-human-mind-
concieves-the-fo.html

https://rumble.com/vatz5b-albert-einstein-and-nikola-tesla-deserve-nobel-prizes-for-
four-dimensions.html

https://rumble.com/vbzg9b-the-holy-grail-of-quantum-physics-is-in-the-pyramid-of-kha-
fus-design.html

https://rumble.com/vc0g2r-albert-einstein-and-nikola-tesla-unified-quantumuniverse-11-
laws-of-physics.html
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